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ABSTRACT
Acetohydroxy acid isomeroreductase is a key enzyme involved in
the biosynthetic pathway of the amino acids isoleucine, valine, and
leucine. This enzyme is of great interest in agrochemical research
because it is present only in plants and microorganisms, making
it a potential target for specific herbicides and fungicides. Moreover,
it catalyzes an unusual two-step reaction that is of great funda-
mental interest. With a view to characterizing both the mechanism
of inhibition by potential herbicides and the complex reaction
mechanism, various techniques of enzymology, molecular biology,
mass spectrometry, X-ray crystallography, and theoretical simula-
tion have been used. The results and conclusions of these studies
are described briefly in this paper.

Introduction
The pathway for the biosynthesis of the branched-chain
amino acids involves several unusual reactions and en-
zymes. The enzymes (acetohydroxy acid synthase, EC
4.1.3.18; acetohydroxy acid isomeroreductase, EC 1.1.1.86;
and dihydroxy acid dehydratase, EC 4.2.1.9) that catalyze
the first three steps required for the synthesis of valine
are also involved in the synthesis of isoleucine and leucine.
One of the most remarkable of these enzymes is aceto-
hydroxy acid isomeroreductase (AHIR; also known as

ketol-acid reductoisomerase, KARI), which catalyzes the
reaction shown in Figure 1. The substrates are either
2-acetolactate (AL) or 2-aceto-2-hydroxybutyrate (AHB),
and the two alternative products act as precursors of
valine and leucine, or isoleucine, respectively.

This reaction is unusual in a number of ways. First, it
involves an alkyl migration of a type found usually in
cobalamin-dependent enzymes; however, the enzyme
does not require this cofactor. Second, the alkyl migration
is followed by a reduction; that these two dissimilar
reactions occur in sequence is illustrated by the fact that
the expected intermediate 3-hydroxy-3-methyl-2-oxo-
butyrate (HMOB intermediate from AL; Figure 1) can act
as a substrate in the reductive reaction.1 Third, the enzyme
has an absolute requirement for Mg2+, and no other metal
ion will substitute effectively. Metal ion-dependent de-
hydrogenases are not unusual, but a specific requirement
for Mg2+ is, as far as we are aware, unique. And last, the
enzyme requires two bound metal ions for catalysis to
occur.2

In this paper we will describe the biochemical and
structural features of AHIR, with special emphasis on the
plant enzyme for which the structure has been deter-
mined.3

Occurrence and Subcellular Location
AHIR activity has been observed in bacteria, fungi, and
plants, but not in animals. A number of AHIR gene and
protein sequences may be found in various databases,
although the only evidence that most of these are actually
AHIR is their homology with the few examples that have
been characterized biochemically.

The enzyme from plants, bacteria, and fungi is encoded
by a single gene in each organism. The expression of the
Escherichia coli enzyme is induced by the binding of either
AL or AHB to a positive activator encoded by the gene
ilvY.4,5 In yeast, expression of AHIR is under general
control and amino acid-specific regulation.6 The fungal6

and plant7-10 enzymes are encoded by one nuclear gene
per haploid genome, and the proteins are translocated
into mitochondria or plastids, respectively. In the anaero-
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bic eucaryote Piromyces sp. E2, which lacks mitochondria,
the enzyme is cytoplasmic.11 Curiously, the yeast enzyme
has a second function unrelated to its catalytic activity,
acting to stabilize mitochondrial DNA12. The mechanism
of stabilization, and the reason that AHIR is used to effect
this function, are still unknown. This is, of course, not the
only instance of enzymes having second functions un-
related to their catalytic properties. Other examples
include aldehyde dehydrogenase, transketolase, and glu-
tathione S-transferase acting as lens crystallins,13 pyruvate
decarboxylase forming fungal cytoplasmic filaments,14 and
the roles of glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase
in several processes.15

Catalytic Properties
As mentioned earlier, the natural substrates of AHIR are
AL and AHB, with an absolute specificity for the S isomer
of both substrates (Figure 1), as demonstrated for the
bacterial16-18 and plant19 enzymes. AHIR possesses similar

Km values for AL and AHB but a 5- to 8-fold higher activity
with AHB compared to that with AL.7,20 This property is
important for the regulation of the flux leading to the
different branched chain amino acids, since AHIR will
favor the synthesis of the intermediate leading to isoleu-
cine. In turn, isoleucine controls its own synthesis by
inhibiting threonine deaminase, the only enzyme of the
pathway that is unique to isoleucine biosynthesis.21

The reduction step requires transfer of the pro-S
hydrogen atom from NADPH.20 AHIR has a strong prefer-
ence for NADPH (Km from 2 to 15 µM) over NADH (Km

from 100 to 600 µM).7,22,23 The nucleotide specificity of E.
coli AHIR has been reversed using site-directed mutagen-
esis23 by changing the amino acids involved in the binding
of the 2′-phosphate of NADPH.24 Unlike the bacterial
enzyme, plant AHIR is strongly inhibited by NADP+, with
a Ki of 5 µM.7

AHIR has an absolute requirement for Mg2+, and no
other divalent metal ion will substitute in the E. coli

FIGURE 1. Reaction catalyzed by AHIR, reaction intermediate analogues (ketopantoate and pyruvate), and inhibitors (Hoe 704 and IpOHA).
The substrates, (2S)-acetolactate or (2S)-2-aceto-2-hydroxybutyrate, are converted via an alkyl migration (isomerization) followed by a NADPH-
dependent reduction to give (2R)-2,3-dihydroxy-3-isovalerate or (2R,3R)-2,3-dihydroxy-3-methylvalerate, respectively.
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enzyme.1 The spinach enzyme2,25 has traces of activity
(∼3%) with Mn2+ and Co2+. Both the alkyl migration and
the reduction require a metal ion. However, the stringency
of metal requirement is restricted to the alkyl migration.
The reduction step can utilize Mg2+, Mn2+, or Co2+ equally
well, as demonstrated by providing the HMOB intermedi-
ate or ketopantoate.1,2 It was shown later by site-directed
mutagenesis2 and crystal structure determination3 that this
differential metal requirement is due to the existence of
two distinct metal ion sites in the enzyme. The plant
enzyme possesses a high affinity for magnesium (Km of 5
µM) compared to its bacterial and fungal counterparts,
which have Km values of 400-900 µM.2 Lowered affinity
for Mg2+ of the plant enzyme has been described for a
chimeric bifunctional enzyme composed of Spinacia
oleracea AHIR and Arabidopsis thaliana acetohydroxy acid
synthase26 and also for a monomeric mutant of the S.
oleracea AHIR.27 Surprisingly, the enzyme from Triticum
aestivum does not require added magnesium ions for
activity and behaves as a monomer.28

There is no obvious reason that the alkyl migration and
reduction reactions should occur in one enzyme. The
intermediate resulting from the alkyl migration is not
notably unstable,1 nor is there any obvious alternative
metabolic fate into which it might be diverted. Thus, there
is no apparent reason that it needs to be trapped in the
active site prior to reduction. Of course, using a single
protein to perform the successive reactions may offer
some small metabolic economy and a selective advantage
that would be fixed during evolution. However, this
argument could be applied equally to enzymes catalyzing
most sequential metabolic reactions, and yet, for the most
part, separate enzymes are utilized.

While it is generally accepted that the AHIR reaction
occurs in two stages, the formation of the expected
intermediate has never been shown directly. For example,
Arfin and Umbarger20 detected none of this intermediate
and also showed that there was no equilibration of the
intermediate with that added to reaction mixtures. While
these results suggest that the intermediate is tightly bound,
it remains a possibility that there is direct reduction during
alkyl transfer so that the intermediate is never actually
formed as a discrete entity. Under this interpretation, any
activity toward added HMOB would represent a side
reaction.

In addition to reducing presumed intermediates of the
reaction such as HMOB, AHIR will also reduce analogues
of this compound such as ketopantoate2,29 (Figure 1) and
pyruvate30 (Figure 1). The former compound is an inter-
mediate in pantothenate biosynthesis, and it was sug-
gested originally that AHIR functions in this pathway in
Salmonella typhimurium.29 The question about the in-
volvement of AHIR in pantothenate biosynthesis is com-
plex since at least three enzymes, ketopantoate reduc-
tase,31 oxopantoyl lactone reductase,32 and AHIR,2,29 would
be required in this pathway. However, Shimizu et al.31

showed the existence in Pseudomonas maltophilia 845 of
an entirely separate reductase. That this ketopantoate
reductase is responsible for the synthesis of D-(-)-pantoic

acid in P. maltophilia 845 is indicated by the observation
that only this enzyme (and not ketopantoyl lactone
reductase or AHIR) is missing in D-(-)-pantoate (or
pantothenate)-requiring mutants.31 It is of interest that the
specific activity of this ketopantoate reductase toward
HMOB is 8-fold higher than that of AHIR itself, showing
that chemistry alone is not rate-limiting in HMOB reduc-
tion by AHIR. Evidently, creating an active site in AHIR
that combines the isomerase and reductase activities has
compromised the efficiency of the latter. This observation
throws further doubt on the argument that using a single
protein to perform the successive reactions may offer a
selective advantage.

Mechanisms of Inhibition
The enzyme is inhibited by a number of substances,
including substrate analogues such as 2-methyllactate and
3-aminopyridine-NADP+, divalent metal ions such as
Mn2+, and reaction products.1,19,20,33 However, the most
interesting inhibitors are the reaction intermediate ana-
logues 2-dimethylphosphinoyl-2-hydroxyacetate34 (Hoe
704, Figure 1) and N-hydroxy-N-isopropyloxamate35 (Ip-
OHA, Figure 1). These two compounds behave as nearly
irreversible inhibitors of AHIR. Both inhibitors are com-
petitive with the carbon substrate and show a time-
dependent increase in potency, due to the slow formation
of a tightly bound enzyme-inhibitor complex.35,36

Due to the potent inhibition, coupled with the fact that
AHIR is not present in animals, these compounds have
attracted attention as potential herbicides. Hoe 704 binds
to the plant enzyme 10-fold faster than IpOHA (association
rate constants of 22 × 103 M-1 s-1 compared to 1.9 × 103

M-1 s-1) and acts as a better herbicide than IpOHA by a
factor of 10.36 Although both are lethal to plants, the
concentrations needed to achieve a herbicidal effect are
much higher than the in vitro studies on AHIR would
suggest. It was proposed that the association rate of these
compounds to the plant enzyme is correlated with their
herbicidal potency, and that the reason for their weak
activity is their slow-binding and competitive behavior.
This latter feature is of particular importance since the
apparent Km of the plant enzyme for its substrate is quite
low (approximately 10 µM), and partial inhibition of AHIR
will cause the carbon substrate to accumulate rapidly,
preventing further inhibition by competition.37

These studies suggest that an effective herbicide target-
ing this enzyme has to be either a competitive inhibitor
with a high association rate or a noncompetitive inhibi-
tor.37 Compounds such as thiadiazole derivatives that are
strong noncompetitive inhibitors of the plant enzyme were
found by high-throughput screening.38 However, none of
these compounds selected in vitro behave as efficient
inhibitors in vivo.

Sequences and Conserved Residues
As mentioned earlier, there are a number of AHIR
sequences in various databases, and analysis of these
sequences has identified some common features as well
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FIGURE 2. Alignment of representative AHIR amino acid sequences. The alignment was prepared using the program ESPrit;39 boxes indicate
conserved residues, using a threshold of 0.20 with the BLOSUM62 matrix.40 The secondary structures (R ) R-helix, â ) â-sheet, η ) 310-
helix, and T ) turn) were calculated using the program DSSP41 from the AHIR coordinates and are numbered sequentially. Orange boxes
indicate regions I-V, and green circles indicate the positions of active site residues. Species abbreviations used: Sol, Spinacia oleracea;
Ath; Arabidopsis thaliana; Sce, Saccharomyces cerevisiae; Ncr, Neurospora crassa; Eco, Escherichia coli; Rme, Rhizobium meliloti;
and Mle, Mycobacterium leprae.
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as some important differences. Dumas et al.2 analyzed
eight AHIR sequences, and their conclusions are borne
out by a more recent examination of 34 sequences
(Duggleby, unpublished). An alignment of seven repre-
sentative sequences is shown in Figure 2. There are five
conserved regions (labeled I to V), and the first of these
contains a typical GXGXX(G/A)XXX(G/A) motif, involved
in the binding of the diphosphate bridge of the nucleotide
of NAD(P)H-dependent dehydrogenases.8,24 The functions
of regions II-V were shown, by site-directed mutagenesis,
to be involved in the active site.2 Furthermore, this study
demonstrated that region III and IV are involved in the
binding of two metal ions required in the two steps of
the reaction.

The plant and fungal enzymes possess an N-terminal
extension that is not found in bacterial AHIR sequences.
This is undoubtedly an organelle-targeting peptide that
ensures that the enzyme is translocated correctly to
plastids in plants and to mitochondria in fungi. More
puzzling is an insert of approximately 140 residues in the
middle of the plant enzymes. This is not found in fungal
AHIR or that from most bacteria. However, in AHIR from
E. coli and its close relatives such as S. typhimurium and
Haemophilus influenzae, an insert having no sequence
relationship with plant AHIR is also present. As will be
discussed later, determination of the structure of the
spinach enzyme indicated that this sequence is involved
in the dimerization of the plant enzyme.3

Structure Description
Overproduction of the mature spinach enzyme in E. coli19

allowed purification of sufficient amounts of protein to

begin crystallization trials. Despite many attempts, no
crystals suitable for diffraction analyses were obtained
with the free enzyme. In contrast, the enzyme crystallizes
well in the combined presence of an inhibitor (either Hoe
704 or IpOHA), Mg2+, and NADPH.42 Using these crystals,
the structure of the spinach AHIR complexed with IpOHA,
Mg2+, and NADPH was determined at 1.65 Å resolution3

(PDB code 1YVE). Later, attempts to crystallize the enzyme
with its substrate AHB, Mn2+, and NADPH led to the
determination of the structure at 1.60 Å resolution of a
second complex involving the metal ion, (phospho)-ADP-
ribose, and dihydroxymethyl valerate, the reaction prod-
uct25 (PDB code 1QMG). The overall structure is the same
in both complexes.

Figure 3 shows the active dimer with bound ligands.
Each monomer is composed of two sequential domains.
The N-terminal domain (residues 72-307) has a mixed
R/â structure with a classical dinucleotide binding fold
(Rossmann fold). It contains most of the NADPH binding
site, with the exception of the nicotinamide moiety, which
is at the interface with the other domain (Figure 3). The
C-terminal domain (residues 308-595), composed mostly
of R-helices structured in a barrel, has two functions. First,
it contributes to the formation of the metal ion and
substrate (analogue/inhibitor) recognition sites (Figure 3).
Second, it is responsible for monomer-monomer interac-
tions (Figure 3). Recently, Taylor43 showed the presence
of a knot in the C-terminal domain of AHIR. This was one
of only five knotted proteins found in the entire protein
structure data bank, and it shows the most complex
geometry. The knot links two parts of the protein consist-
ing of four helices each (residues 325-453 and 466-475).

FIGURE 3. Ribbon representation of the spinach AHIR dimer (redrawn from Biou et al.3). The two monomers are shown complexed with
NADPH (purple), Mg2+ (yellow), and the inhibitor IpOHA (orange). In the green monomer (right), the N-terminal domain interacting with NADPH
is shown in light color while the C-terminal domain involved in the binding of Mg2+ and the inhibitor is in dark color. In the gray monomer
(left), the insertion sequence and the loop involved in the dimerization of the spinach enzyme are indicated in blue and red, respectively.
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Those two regions superimpose closely in three dimen-
sions. The question of how this knot forms during protein
folding is still open.

The active site sits at the interface between the two
domains of one monomer. It contains two divalent
cations, five water molecules, one inhibitor or reaction
product, and the nicotinamide moiety of the NADPH
(Figures 3 and 4). As shown in Figure 4, the active site is
very tightly packed, and the divalent cations interact
closely with the inhibitor/product molecule, which ex-
plains the high recognition specificity and the need for
an ordered access of the molecules. As will be discussed
later, the active site is able to bind the carbon substrate
or analogue only in the presence of the cofactors. In
addition, the acceptance of two substrates differing by one
methyl group is made possible by the presence of a
hydrophobic pocket which can accommodate variable
length apolar chains. This “hydrophobic continuum” also
facilitates the alkyl transfer.

The high resolution of the determined structure al-
lowed as many as 1600 water molecules to be modeled in
the electron density. However, the active site contains only
five of them, all of which are involved in cation coordina-
tion. As described below, at least one of these water
molecules would be deprotonated and function in the
isomerization process. In addition to those water mol-

ecules, the cations’ classical bipyramid coordination is
completed by the carboxyl groups of acidic residues and
three oxygen atoms of the inhibitor. Most of the conserved
residues comprising regions I, II, III, IV, and V are involved
in ligand binding (Figure 4). Region I corresponds to an
R-helix with a partial positive charge interacting with the
negative charge of the diphosphate moiety of NADPH, as
is usual for NAD(P)H-dependent dehydrogenases.24 For
region III, Glu319 interacts with one cation (Mn1), whereas
Asp315 bridges both cations. Glu492 and Glu496 from
region IV interact with only one cation (Mn2). Further-
more, Glu496 interacts with the part of the substrate that
is involved in the alkyl transfer. Finally, Ser518 from region
V stabilizes the carboxylate moiety of the substrate via two
hydrogen bonds.

Although the crystallographic asymmetric unit contains
four monomers, the active dimer is evident because of
its extended interface area. These structural data are in
agreement with gel filtration, equilibrium sedimentation
experiments, and electrospray mass spectrometry, dem-
onstrating that the spinach and barley enzymes are
dimers.19,44,45 The C-terminal domain is responsible for the
entire dimer interface, which is mostly due to the plant-
specific extra sequence residues 330-471 (Figure 3). This
interface relies mostly on polar interactions (due to both
side chains and R-helical dipoles) and hydrophobic in-

FIGURE 4. Active site of spinach AHIR complexed with 2,3-dihydroxy-3-methylvalerate (orange), Mn2+ (yellow), and (phospho)-ADP-ribose
(black) (redrawn from Thomazeau et al.25). The dotted lines show electrostatic interactions within the active site. Most of the residues involved
in ligand binding belong to the conserved regions as described in the text and are colored as follows: region II, pink; region III, red; region
IV, green; and region V, blue. Nonconserved residues are shown in black. His226 is conserved except in the Rhizobium meliloti enzyme.
Other residues that are not universally conserved are Met254, Leu324, Leu501, and Cys517. Water molecules involved in the active site are
shown in blue. Water molecules observed only in the complex with (phospho)-ADP-ribose are shown as rectangles.
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teractions with one loop (residues 422-431) that extends
toward the other monomer (Figure 3). Deletion of this
loop converts the spinach enzyme from its normal dimeric
form to a monomer and diminishes by about 200-fold its
affinity for Mg2+, to give a Km of 1 mM.27 This monomer-
ization of the plant enzyme has no effect on the affinity
for NADPH or for its substrates AL and AHB. The authors
conclude from this work that the interactions between
monomers have a long-range effect on the conformation
of the Mg2+ binding sites, conferring on the plant enzyme
its strong affinity for Mg2+. Interestingly, the yeast enzyme,
which naturally lacks this insert, has a low affinity for Mg2+

(Km ≈ 1 mM) (Dumas, unpublished). The E. coli and S.
typhimurium enzymes, which also contain a 140 amino
acid supplementary sequence that is not homologous to
that of the plant enzyme, have a low affinity for this metal
ion.1,46

Structural and Functional Comparisons with
Other Enzymes
The fold of the C-terminal domain of the plant AHIR was
unique when first described. However, because AHIR has
a N-terminal domain with a classical Rossmann fold, its
N-terminal domain shares strong similarities with the
nucleotide binding domain of a number of NAD(P)H-
dependent dehydrogenases such as glycerol 3-phosphate
dehydrogenase.47 Despite the high similarities between the
3-D structure of this domain of NAD(P)H-dependent
dehydrogenases, it is interesting to point out that the
similarity at the level of their amino acid sequence is very
low and limited to the GXGXX(G/A)XXX(G/A) motif.
Suresh et al.47 have reported that there is a similarity to
glycerol 3-phosphate dehydrogenase in the fold of the
C-terminal domain.

AHIR belongs to the family of enzymes containing two
catalytically active magnesium ions such as xylose
isomerase48 (PDB code 2GYI). Although the folding of the
two enzymes is very different (xylose isomerase is an R/â-
barrel), the structures of the two proteins cocrystallized
with two cations and a hydroxamate inhibitor disclose
strong similarities at the level of their active sites.

Functional comparison of AHIR with other enzymes
identifies 1-deoxy-D-xylulose 5-phosphate (DXP) reduc-
toisomerase which, as its name suggests, catalyzes a
reaction that parallels that of AHIR. This enzyme has come
under intense scrutiny in the two years since it was first
properly characterized.49,50 Although it shows many cata-
lytic similarities to AHIR, there is little, if any, sequence
homology between the two enzymes. The reaction cata-
lyzed forms part of the methylerythritol phosphate path-
way for the biosynthesis of terpenoids. This pathway has
an interesting parallel with that of branched-chain amino
acid biosynthesis. The preceding enzyme (DXP synthase)
requires thiamin diphosphate and catalyzes the decar-
boxylation of pyruvate followed by condensation with
glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate.51 The reaction prior to AHIR
is that catalyzed by acetohydroxy acid synthase. This is
another thiamin diphosphate-dependent enzyme and also

catalyzes the decarboxylation of pyruvate followed by a
condensation, in this case with a 2-ketoacid.52 Although
the three-dimensional structures of neither DXP synthase
nor acetohydroxy acid synthase have been determined,
the structures of close relatives of each (transketolase and
pyruvate oxidase, respectively) clearly show that the two
enzymes share a common evolutionary heritage,53 even
though their sequence homology is all but obliterated.

Order and Dynamic Studies of Ligand Binding
Kinetic experiments demonstrated that plant and bacterial
AHIR obeys an ordered mechanism in which NADPH and
Mg2+ bind first and independently, followed by substrate
binding.1,19 Later, the order and the stoichiometry of ligand
binding were also demonstrated by electrospray mass
spectrometry on the spinach enzyme.45 The first evidence
of conformational modifications of the plant AHIR upon
ligand binding was obtained using the fluorescence
properties of NADPH.19 Addition of Mg2+ to the AHIR-
NADPH complex leads to a small decrease of the emitted
fluorescence, indicating that binding of the metal cofactor
may trigger some conformational modifications. Further-
more, the emitted fluorescence of the AHIR-NADPH-
Mg2+ ternary complex was greatly modified upon addition
of IpOHA (or Hoe 704), indicating that binding of the
competitive inhibitor to the active site leads to further
conformational changes. Another indicator of conforma-
tional changes came from crystallographic studies. The
structure of the spinach enzyme cocrystallized with its
cofactors and IpOHA shows that the inhibitor is com-
pletely buried inside the active site. This observation raises
the question of how IpOHA can reach the active site and
implies once again that conformational modifications
occur during the binding process.

With a view to better characterizing the conformational
influence of the ligands, hydrogen-deuterium exchange
studies of the free enzyme and different complexes with
Mg2+ and/or NADPH and/or the inhibitor IpOHA have
been performed.54 Each complex was digested using
pepsin, and the resultant peptides were fractionated by
HPLC and directly analyzed by electrospray ionization
mass spectrometry (ESI-MS). Peptide sequences of non-
deuterated peptic fragments were identified using both
Edman degradation and tandem mass spectrometry. This
experimental procedure allowed the accurate determina-
tion of the effect of each ligand on the accessibility of
amide hydrogen atoms to solvent deuterium along the
peptide backbone and provided a dynamic view of the
ligand binding process (Figure 5). Magnesium ion was
found to decrease deuterium accessibility at the level of
region IV, at the interface of the N- and C-terminal
domains and interestingly at the level of the N-terminal
domain (Figure 4A). Similarly, NADPH binding leads to a
mass decrease in peptides derived from both the NADPH
domain and the C-terminal domain. Thus, binding of each
cofactor leads to conformational modifications in the
domain with which each interacts but also induces long-
range modifications in the other domain. Binding of both
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Mg2+ and NADPH leads to a synergistic effect compared
to the effect of each cofactor alone and also to a confor-
mational change in region III (Figure 4B). Finally, binding
of the inhibitor IpOHA to the enzyme complexed with
Mg2+ and NADPH leads to a further decrease in solvent
accessibility within the active site (Figure 4C). Interest-
ingly, the deuterium accessibility of the loop involved in
the dimerization is also affected greatly upon ligand
binding, as Mg2+ ions and NADPH alone, together, or

complexed with IpOHA induce a decrease in deuterium
incorporation of about 50%. Thus, it appears that ligand
binding induces not only a strong rigidity into the active
site but also a stabilization of the dimer interface. The
hydrogen-deuterium exchange experiments carried out
on the spinach AHIR are in agreement with the proposed
ordered mechanism and demonstrate that the conforma-
tion of the protein is dependent on the interactions with
its ligands. These studies are a good illustration of the
theory of “induced fit” proposed by Koshland and Neet,55

FIGURE 5. Conformational modifications of spinach AHIR upon
ligand binding (redrawn from Halgand et al.54). The influence of (A)
Mg2+ (yellow) alone, (B) Mg2+ and NADPH (pink), or (C) Mg2+,
NADPH, and the inhibitor IpOHA (blue) on the conformation of AHIR
was determined by hydrogen-deuterium exchange mapping of
peptic peptides. The graded shades of blue reflect the different levels
of decrease of deuterium accessibility compared to the free enzyme,
from small (10-20%, light blue) through medium (20-40%, medium
blue) to large (40-60%, dark blue). Orange regions correspond to
an increase in the level of deuterium incorporation upon ligand
binding.

FIGURE 6. Proposal for the reaction mechanism of AHIR (redrawm
from Thomazeau et al.25). An isomerization (A) followed by an
NADPH-dependent reduction (B) leads to the reaction product (C);
the figure describes the reaction with AHB as substrate. The blue
and red regions show atoms involved in the isomerization or in the
reduction, respectively. Pale blue filled circles correspond to water
molecules. M1 and M2 correspond to the metal ions. See text for
comments.
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in which the binding of a cofactor and/or a substrate leads
to conformational changes prior to the enzymatic reaction.

Reaction Mechanism
The reaction mechanism of the plant AHIR has been
studied using three complementary approaches: site-
directed mutagenesis, crystallography, and molecular
simulation. Based on site-directed mutagenesis, a first
working model was proposed to account for the role of
regions III and IV in catalysis.2 The model proposes that
regions III and IV function as the binding sites for the two
magnesium ions that then act as Lewis acids to promote
substrate isomerization and reaction intermediate reduc-
tion. Later, determination of the structure of the plant
enzyme cocrystallized with IpOHA3 or the reaction prod-
uct dihydroxymethylvalerate25 confirmed and clarified the
proposed model. In the first step (Figure 6A), the isomer-
ization reaction is initiated by the action of Mg2 (M2),
which polarizes the carbonyl group on C3 of AHB, thus
inducing a partial positive charge on C3. A hydroxyl group
coordinated to Mg2 may participate in the rearrangement
process by removing a proton from the hydroxyl group
of the substrate. This deprotonation would be made easier
by the two magnesium ions coordinated to the oxygen
atom of the hydroxyl group of the substrate, thus increas-
ing acidity of the corresponding proton. The transition
state of the isomerization is thought to contain a tran-
siently bridged alkyl function. In the reduction step,
coordination of the reaction intermediate carbonyl by the
two magnesium ions would polarize it, thus creating a
partial positive charge on C2 and facilitating hydride
transfer from NADPH (Figure 6B).

From these studies, we have now an idea of how the
reaction proceeds. However, further experiments are
needed to understand better this complex reaction. In
particular, the function of a number of amino acids in the
active site such as His226, Lys252, and Glu496 remains to
be established (Figure 6). Also, the hydroxyl molecule
involved in the deprotonation of the substrate in the initial
stage of the isomerization remains to be identified. To gain
more information on the reaction, theoretical simulation
methods have been developed. Simulation of the first step
of the reaction suggests that isomerization occurs almost
simultaneously with a proton transfer from Glu496.56 The
initial events in the isomerization and the reduction step
are currently being investigated.
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